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Abstract. We investigate the time-periodic convective patterns which set on in an
infinite porous layer saturated by a fluid, under the influence of a vertical temperature
gradient, superimposed to a horizontal seeping through-flow. When the seepage velocity
keeps moderate, it obeys the Darcy law, while the heat equation rules the evolution of the
temperature. The transition towards convection is governed by the filtration Rayleigh
number, and the above-mentioned system of partial differential equations has Galilean
invariance: travelling waves, stationary with respect to a moving frame, solve this prob-
lem near the threshold. This follows directly from the study of natural convection.
With the help of the center manifold theory, we show that other kinds of time-periodic
two-dimensional structures exist: upstream to a fixed zone, their amplitude vanishes.
Downstream, they resemble the travelling waves. Numerical simulation of the governing
equations reproduces elements of both sets of convective structures, indexed by definite
values of the time-frequency.

Introduction. A forced horizontal flow superimposed to a vertical temperature gra-
dient can give rise to time-periodic convective structures. Many papers have been devoted
to the case of a fluid layer, among which we note [4], [22], [23], and [25]. The experi-
mental studies of [8] and [17] have treated the case of a horizontal porous layer, heated
from below. They have put into evidence two qualitatively different regimes, beyond the
convective onset; time-periodic patterns are observed at moderate values of the flowrate.
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Larger values of the cross-flow give time-independent structures, in the form of rolls with
axes parallel to the main flow. These results correspond to what is observed in fluid
layers, when the Reynolds number is varied.

According to several authors the Darcy law is a not too bad model when the seepage
velocity is moderate, in porous media with low permeability: the numerical works of [f 1]
and [16], devoted to mixed and natural convection, have given the condition that the
Darcy number (proportional to the permeability) be less than 10 3, respectively 10~4.
Most experimental data of [8] correspond to this situation. Our final aim is to explain the
various aspects of the transition towards convection in a porous layer, where a nonzero
through-flow is imposed. Indeed, the Darcian or non-Darcian behaviour of the filtration
speed influences the bifurcation: this motivates an accurate study of the different models.
Here we begin with the Darcy law: it leads to a problem which can be worked out with
mathematical tools; however, other models are the subject of forthcoming works. We
focus on two-dimensional flows: indeed, the experiments of [8] and [17] have shown that
in a rectangular duct heated from below the convective patterns are of this form, provided
the seeping flowrate keeps moderate.

We study the filtration speed and the temperature in an infinite horizontal porous
layer saturated by a fluid, when the through-flow is nonzero. On the bottom we impose
a temperature Tq , while on the top it is T* < Tq . We suppose that the seeping velocity
is moderate and obeys the Darcy law. When Tq — Tj* is small, a linear temperature
profile is observed inside the layer, and the filtration speed is uniform. This conductive
configuration destabilizes when T(* — T* becomes larger than a critical value, as in the
Rayleigh-Benard problem. The nonzero value of the flowrate results in a Hopf bifurcation:
we present an analytical description of all the time-periodic patterns that solve the Darcy
law and the heat equation above the convective threshold. We will immediately see that
this system admits solutions that are stationary with respect to a moving frame: among
them travelling waves are found. Then, using the center manifold theory, we will show
that the system also admits other solutions in the form of rolls with modulated amplitude.
Analytical approximations to the convective patterns near the threshold will result from
this study: they will be compared to a direct numerical simulation of the original system
of partial differential equations.

After setting the physical problem and the mathematical formulation, we list the
different families of convective structures, which are stationary with respect to a moving
frame. Then we detail the arguments that ensure that the time-periodic small solutions
are linked to an ordinary differential equation. Prom this we deduce that two families of
time-periodic convective patterns solve the problem just above the convective threshold.
One set is made of quasi-stationary travelling waves. Front-like patterns, which are not
stationary with respect to any uniformly moving frame, are described with more details.
This approach gives no information about stability: a numerical simulation allows us to
observe both time-periodic structures.

1. Formulation of the physical problem. In a long porous pipe with rectangu-
lar cross section, a suitable vertical temperature gradient renders the conductive state
unstable. We study the case when a non-vanishing horizontal through-flow is imposed.
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1.1. Physical Problem. Consider an isotropic homogeneous porous layer saturated by
a fluid, with uniform thickness H*, and of infinite extent in the horizontal x direction. Let
the temperature be T0* on the bottom and T* < Tq on the top boundary. We choose H*,
Tq — Tj*, H»*pcy and H as references for length, temperature difference, seepage

velocity and time. Here (pc)*j, A* and (pc)* are the heat capacity per volume of the fluid,
the thermal conductivity and the equivalent heat capacity per volume of the medium.

When the filtration speed is not too large it satisfies the Darcy law, according to [2],
[11] and [16], while the temperature T is governed by the heat equation. Under the
Boussinesq assumption, we arrive at the following system in its non-dimensional form:

V = — Vp + RaT~e%, (1.1)

f)T —— = -V.VT + AT, (1.2)

V.V* = 0, (1.3)

where p, V\ ~e*2 are the pressure, the filtration velocity field and the vertical unit
vector, pointing upwards, respectively. The filtration Rayleigh number is Ra = TZ2 =
h g a h T1)(pc)f ^ {{* g* ̂  a* and v* being the permeability of the medium, the
gravitational acceleration, the thermal expansion coefficient and the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid, respectively. The boundary conditions are V* .~e?z = 0 and T = 1 at z = 0,
V*.~e*z = 0 and T = 0 at z = 1 and the horizontal flowrate is fg V*.~e?xdz = C.

The conductive state (T, T^) = (1 — z,C~e*x) satisfies (1.1)—(1.3) for all values of 1Z
and C, if x being the horizontal unit vector pointing to the right. When TZ is larger than
a critical value TZC, this basic state becomes unstable.

1.2. Convective Patterns. The eigenmodes analysis of [3] shows that, in a porous layer
with narrow rectangular cross section, planar eigenmodes destabilize the conductive state.
Then, two-dimensional structures only are expected just above the critical value 1ZC = 2n,
which is equal to the C = 0 case of natural convection. Moreover, the experiments of
[8] and [17] produced planar flows only, for moderate values of C inside ducts with large
aspect ratios. For these reasons, we focus on the two-dimensional solutions of (1.1)—(1.3).
Their evolution is governed by

r)G
A^K-, (1.4)

dd 89 dip 86 dip 89

and the boundary conditions are

9 = ip = 0 for z = 0 or z = 1 (1-6)

where T = 1 — z + 9/TZ, with ip being a stream function of V* — Cl?x.
The above-mentioned linear stability analysis shows that a Hopf bifurcation, with

eigenfrequency nC occurs when 7Z — 7ZC: time-periodic solutions are expected when TZ
is slighty above TZC. Some of them correspond to flows, which are quasi-stationary. We
will see later that (1.4)-(1.6) also admits other solutions.
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1.3. Quasi-stationary Convective Patterns.
Since (1.1)—(1.3) is invariant under the mapping

Q : (V,p,T)(x, z,t) i—> {V{x — Ct,z,t) + Cex,p{x — Ct,z,t) — Cx,T(x — Ct,z,t)),

it admits solutions that are stationary in a frame, moving at speed Cex. With X = x—Ct,
the solutions to (1.1)—(1.3) of the form

(V,T,p) = ((C - dzip(X,z))ex + dxipez, 1 - z + K~19(X, z),p(X, z) - Cx) (1.7)

are such that ip(X, z) and 6(X, z) satisfy the time-independent version of (1.4)-(1.6) with
C = 0 for (X, z) € K x [0,1]. General results of [14] were applied by [21] to this problem.
Thus, for small values of 1Z — 1ZC = fi and all variations of C, the small real-valued
solutions to (1.1)—(1.3) which are of the form (1.7) are such that

(6, ̂  = A1 {X)Wx (z) + A2(X)W2(z) + c.c. + A(Aj ,A2,A~U M, m)

where A is regular with respect to its arguments while the are linked to the eigenvec-
tors of some linear operator. The Ai solve the 1:1 resonant normal form equation:

—— = iirA\ + (1 + 2tt2)A2 + iAiV\{\A\\2, -(AiA2 — A\A2), fx) + /i, (1-8)ax 2

^=i7rA2 + iA2P1+A1V2(\A1\2,l-(A1A~2-A~lA2)^) + f2. (1.9)
ax I

Here the Vi are real polynomials of arbitrary degree q and the A2,A\,A2,p) are
smooth, of order 2^+1, with respect to Ai and Ai, according to [14]. Since the problem
with C = 0 is reversible, the normal form (1.8)-(1.9) admits periodic and quasi-periodic
(with respect to X) solutions following [14] and [12]. The periodic ones form a family
P(p., k, Xo), where Xq stands for arbitrary translations along X, while the wave-number
A: is in a neighbourhood of n. Their amplitude is proportional to yV/u — (fc — n)2. Since
the coefficient of |^4i|2 in V2 has the sign of the coefficient of n (see [21]), the normal
form (1.8)—(1.9) also admits solutions, denoted by H, that are homoclinic to periodic
ones at infinity following [15]. Therefore (1.1)—(1.3) has solutions that are periodic with
respect to X and stationary in the frame moving at speed Cex. Prom the laboratory
frame, they are seen as being travelling waves with time-frequency kC = lo.

The quasi-periodic solutions of (1.8)—(1.9) resemble periodic structures with approx-
imate wavelength 2; their amplitude is modulated at larger scale 0{fi~1^2). From the
laboratory frame, the corresponding structures are seen as being quasi-periodic with re-
spect to x and t. In the moving frame, the convective structures associated to elements
of the family H resemble the X periodic ones, except in a finite zone where the ampli-
tude is weaker, but the defect is swept away downstream. Imagine an observer unable to
appreciate what happens outside a finite portion of the porous layer: at large times, he
would see no difference between travelling waves and the structures corresponding to the
family H. For this reason, we focus our attention on time-periodic patterns that may
not be quasi-stationary.
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2. Time-periodic solutions of (1.4)—(1.6). System (1.4)—(1.6), for 1Z near TZC,
enters the general framework of [13] where a similar problem without the reflectional
symmetry was studied. Considering time-periodic solutions of (1.4)-(1.6) with frequency
u) introduces this arbitrary parameter into the equations, not in the definition of the space
where solutions are sought. We will show that the obtained mathematical problem has
solutions, associated to an ordinary differential equation. Among them, we will recover
the travelling rolls that correspond to the family P. We will also find other convective
patterns.

2.1. Reformulation of (l.^)-(1.6). System (1.4)-(1.6) is equivalent to

dxU = Lk,cAU) + N(U,U) (2.1)

with U = (8, 0, ip, 'J/, )t, t = cot and

Ln,c,M = (©, -d2z20 + CQ-1l* + cudrO, , -d2^ + ft©)1, (2.2)

N(UuU2) = (0, *i.0z02 - ©j.c^O.O)*. (2.3)

The superscript f denotes the transpose, and Uj = (9j, Qj, ipj, ^j)^- The solutions of
(1.4)—(1.6), which are 27rw_1-periodic with respect to t, correspond to solutions of (2.1)
with period 2tt w.r.t. r.

2.2. Functional Setting. The linear operator is continuous from the Hilbert
space

v = (n°0-2 n nh0) x (ft®-1 n n1/2'°) x {h1/2'2 n nl'2,1) x rtl'2'1

to

n = Ho1 n n1/2-° x n°'° x nl'2-1 x nl/2-°.

Here (r,x) belongs to S1 x [0,1], and with the notation of [13], 7ia,r = H<J{S1, Hr[0,1])
is endowed with the norm defined for every u(r,.) = X^ugz un(-)elnT by || u ||2r=
Enez(1 + n2)'T II ll/fr[o,i]* For r > 1 we also use Ha0'r = Ha(Sl, Hr[0,1] n.ff<J[0,1])
where (as usual) Hq [0,1] = {v € Hl [0, l]/u(0) = u(l) = 0}.

The smoothness of N and spectral properties of will be shown to imply that
(2.1) admits a finite-dimensional center manifold, in view of a theorem of [19]. While the
main ideas in the proof of these properties have been introduced in [13], it is not possible
to use directly here the theorems of these authors. Indeed, the estimate (2.9) in Lemma
3 below is only valid for the resolvent of L^c^, restricted to a closed submanifold of H,
as we will see in Sec. 2.4. For this reason, we have to adapt their proof.

2.3. Regularity of N. We have the lemma:
Lemma 1. The mapping U h—-» N(U,U) is Ck(D,H) for every natural number k.
Proof. It is enough to show that the quadratic mapping N is continuous separately

with respect to each variable. This is a consequence of the continuity of the product of
u € H0'1 n H1'-1 or Hq'1 fl H1/2'0 by v € H1^2'1 as a mapping taking its values in H0,0.

Considers e H0,1n'H1'_1 first. Let us take A in ]0,l/2[. With 7 = 1 — 2 A and according
to the notation of [18], [H^[0,1], H~l [0, 1]]a = if7[0,1]. Expand u = J2nez'
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Fourier series with respect to r: || u ||^0,inWi,-i=» EnSz((1 + n2) II un llj*-i[o,i] +
II un IIl2[o,i])* We have

II Un IIZ/1 [0,1] II Un II //-1 [O.i] (1 + n /2) ^ < ^/ll un II//1 [0,1] + n2) II un II //-1 [0.1]

and therefore || u ||^a.t < || u ||^o,in^i,-i .
In view of Sobolev inclusions [1], 7iA'7 <—>■ Lp(S1,Lq[0,1]) for ^ \ - A and i > | -7.

Moreover, for p' > 2, W?'1 Lp (5"1,C°[0,1]) and there exist p,p', q such that ^ > 5 — A,
^>5-7,p'>2, ^ + With v e H1/2'1 we also have

II UV ||l2(S1,L2[0,1]) < £ II U ||lp(S1,L'J[0,1]) II V ||Lp'(S1,C°[0,1])

< II u llw^nw1'-1 II v IIh1'2-1 ■

Similarly with u G Wq'1 D W1/2,0, since //1/2[0, 27r] <-> Lp[0, 27r] for p > 2, and recalling
that || v ||l<j(si.c°([o.i])< £2 II v ||-fti/2.i for <7 > 2, we have

II ̂  IIL2 (S1 ,L2[0,l]) < ^3 II u ||Wi/2,0nW0,i II V ||«1/2,1 . (2.4)

Set u = dz9 and v = tp. Then u = 0 and t; = dzip. The quadratic mapping
1—* N{14\,U2) is continuous from V towards TL. hence Lemma 1.

We will see that the spectrum of Ln.c,uj is discrete in a neighbourhood of the imaginary
axis, where the eigenvalues have finite multiplicity, and state estimates for the resolvent
of Ln,c,w

2.4. Spectral Properties of Ln,c,ui- Let us show that the resolvent ~ Aid)-1
exists for large A in a neighbourhood of the imaginary axis, with bounds for (£7^,0 —
Aid)-1 and {L-ji.c^ ~ Aid)-2 in restriction to the closed submanifold {0} x H°'°x{0}2
of H. We also need L-ji,c\u to have a finite number of eigenvalues in a neighbourhood of
the imaginary axis.

Lemma 2. For large real s and (/,g) in K0,0 x HV2-0, the problem

(-<922 0 + s20 + uidT0, -d22ip + s2ijj) = (/, g) (2.5)

has one solution Rs(f,g) in (H>)2 fl 7x (H1^2'2 satisfying

II 11(^0.2nW[l-°)xWl/2,2 < K\ (<jj) || (f,g) ||W0,0xWl/2.0

and

II (^iVO lift,— lSl II ̂  llw0 0 + II ̂  llw0-1 + II ̂  llw1/2.0 +|s| || tp 11-7^1/2,0 + II V llwi/2,1

< K\(w)|s| J(|| / llxo.o + || g ||wi/2,o).

A consequence of this lemma, which itself is proved in subsection 5.1, is that

II Rs(f,g) II*. < ^iM|S|-1 II (0,/,0,g) ||w . (2.6)
Remark 2.4.1. Provided / and g belong to we have

\\Rs(f,g)\\ns < Ki(uj)s~2 || (f,g) ||^s . (2.7)

From this, in subsection 5.2 we deduce:
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Lemma 3. For every (h,f,k,g) in 7i, there exist positive real numbers so(lZ,C,u))
and o.q(1Z,C,uj) such that for |s| > So and M < ao, the problem

(£tc,o - {is + a)ld)U = (h,f,k,g) (2.8)

has a unique solution U = (6, (is + a)8, ip, (is + a)ip) in V. When h = k = 0 it satisfies

\\U\\n < \l(9,iP)\\na < K\H,C,ui)\s\-1 || (0,/,0,s) \\H ■ (2.9)

Remark 2.4.2. Estimate (2.9) is not valid for every (h,f,k,g) in TL. To see this, for
every real s with s > TZ , take a sequence an of nonnegative real numbers, such that
the corresponding series converges. With q(n) = and n\ = max(s2/c^, cs/uj),
take h = ^2n>ni emTansm(q(n)irz), and solve (Ln,c,ui ~ isld)U — (h, 0,0,0) in V. The
second component 0 of U satisfies 6 || 0 ||wo,o > || (h, 0,0,0) \\n, hence the remark. For
this reason, Lemma 4, proved in subsection 5.2, is necessary to ensure that the hypotheses
of Theorem 1 of [19] are satisfied.

Lemma 4. For | Re A| < ao(7Z,C,ui) and |ImA| > sq(1Z,C,lo), the problem

(W,c-AId)V = (0, /, 0,0) (2.10)

has a unique solution U = (6 , 0', ip', ^ ) in T>, with

I! u' \\H < K(JZ,C,ui)\\\~2 || (0,/,0,0) ||h • (2.11)

Now {A € C/| ReA| < a0, |ImA| > s0} is included in the resolvent set of Lk,o- We
still have to show that (Ltj.o — Aid)-1 is well defined in

pao,s0 = {A e C/| Re A| < a0, \ Im A| < s0}

with the exception of a finite number of values of A. This is not obvious a priori: we do
not know whether the spectrum of L-ji,c,u is discrete since the embedding V <—> H is not
compact. Indeed, there is no time derivative in the fourth component of Liz,c,ui, hence
no temporal smoothing for ip in the resolvent. Nevertheless this part of the proof, which
results in Lemma 5, follows exactly [13] and is based upon the fact that the singularities
°f (Ltz,C,u ~ Ald)^1 concentrate at low frequencies. In subsection 5.3 we prove:

Lemma 5. The resolvent (Lkx,> — Aid)-1 exists in pao,So except for a finite num-
ber of A, which are eigenvalues of with finite multiplicities. The corresponding
eigenfunctions are finite sums of terms such as einTWn(z).

Lemmas 2 and 5 imply that the resolvent of exists in the strip {A € C/| Re A| <
ao}, with the exception of a finite set of eigenvalues with finite multiplicities.

3. Reduced ordinary differential equation for (2.1). This result, the estimates
(2.9) and (2.11) and Lemma 1 imply that the small solutions of (2.1) are drawn on a finite-
dimensional center manifold and are associated with an ordinary differential equation.
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3.1. Center Manifold for (2.1). For real IZq and uq, let

Ec(K0,C,u0) = © (J Ker(^0,c,o,0 - ^Id)n
s€R n€N

be the central eigenspace of Ln0,c,u>0; if this operator has no purely imaginary eigenvalues,
Ec = {O}.

If Ec / {0}, let r be a closed curve in {A € C/| Re A| < ao}, surrounding all the purely
imaginary eigenvalues of L-r0,c,w0> and only them: Ec is the range of the projection

PTl0,C,u0 = ^ J (Ln0tC,u0 - ^Id)

Let us call TTq the translation with amplitude To in the direction of r. Lemmas 1-5 imply
that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 of [19] are satisfied. Since also (2.1) is autonomous we
have:

Theorem 1. For {TZq^ujq) £ 1R2 there exist neighbourhoods Vi of ('fcoj^o) in R2 and
V2 of O in D such that

(i) for (7Z,cj) in Vi, the solutions of (2.1), taking their values in V2, are of the form

Uc + hCR.,C,u,Uc) (3.1)

with Uc £ Ec(TZq,C,ujo), ft taking its values in the range of Id — P-r.0,c,u0i with

dlx
h(1Zo,C,uJo,0) = -gy-(lZo,C,uj0,0) = 0.

(ii) When Ec(TZq,C,ujo) ^ {O}, set

F(11, C,u, Uc) = Pn0,c^0(Ln,cAUc+ti(n, C,u>, Uc))+N(Uc+h(TZ, C, w, Uc), Uc+h)):

every small solution of

^=.F(ft,C,w,I/c) (3.2)
ax

yields through Uc + h(TZ, C,u>, Uc) a solution to (2.1).
(iii) For every real r0, TToT(1l,C,u,Uc) = T{H,C,u>,TroUc).
3.2. Dimension of Ec. The dimension of Ec(1Zq,C,cjo) gives the number of degrees

of freedom of (3.2). For TZq < 1ZC = 2ir, LizOtc,u0 has no purely imaginary eigenvalues:
(2.1) has no solutions near O; hence (1.4)-(1.6) has no time-periodic solutions near the
conductive state.

For IZo = 1ZC and u>0 = wc = ttC, iR[hc^0 admits two purely imaginary eigenvalues
±i7r, with eigenvectors W and W such that

W = e~lT sin7rz(l, in, — i, 71")*.

Other values of ojq give no purely imaginary eigenvalues (with the exception of the u>c/n
which only are a reformulation of the same case).

When TZq = TZC + v with small nonnegative //, L"n{],c^a admits two purely imaginary
eigenvalues ±is, which are either ±i(2ir + v + y/4nu + v2)/2 or ±i(27r + i/ — s/Anv + ^2)/2
provided wo is C{2ir + u + y/Aixv + v2)/2 or C(2n + v — \/+ v2)/2: except when
C = 0, no u>o can satisfy both conditions altogether. The associated eigenvectors
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are e~lT sin7rz(l, is, — i, s)t and the conjugate. To see that when C ^ 0 the eigenval-
ues ±is of Lfc0tc,ui0 are simple, one can notice that the equation (£7j0,c,u>0 — is)X =
sin(7xz)e~%T(F,G,H, J)t has solutions if and only if

FH0{isC - 7r2) - n0isG - is(TZ20 - tt2 - s2)H + {n2 + s2)J = 0.

To study (2.1) when TZ is just above TZC, it is enough to consider TZ0 = 1ZC. When C
stays outside of a neighbourhood of zero the eigenvalues ±i7r of Luc,c,ujc are simple: this
is a consequence of the solvability condition

F{iC - tt) -iG -inH + J = 0 (3.3)

for the equation (Ikc,c,uc — in)X = sin(7rz)e_tT(F, G, H, J)^: W and W are not in the
range of LnC)c,wc ± wrld when C ^ 0; hence EC(1ZC, C, uic) is spanned by W and the
conjugate.

3.3. Symmetries of T. When fj, is small in TZ = 1ZC + /z, with w near wc, the small real
solutions to (2.1) are of the form

AW + AW + A{A,A,n,u-ue), (3.4)

where A and its derivative vanish when (A, A, fi,uj — u>c) = O. In view of point (iii) in
the theorem, with T = T\ W + Ti W we have

FjiK, C,u), Ae~iT°W + AeiT0W) = e{~l)HT° C,u>, AW + AW).

Thus the complex-valued function A of x satisfies the ordinary differential equation
A A
— = A(iix + a/z + - u)c) + ^\A\2 + C(w ~ wc)2 + F(\A\2, n,u - wc)), (3.5)

where the order of magnitude of T is (\A\2+p)\uj—ujc\ + (\A\2 + p,+ \uj—ojc\2)2. Substituting
(3.4) and (3.5) into (2.1) and identifying the coefficients of the ApAqnT{u) — wc)cr, we
obtain

(Lnc,c,Uc -AId)A- =

with A = 0, i-rr or 2iir, ... 2imn, m being an integer, and where the Y™ with p+q+r+cr =
n depend on the YL'°/ with pt + ql + rt + at < n. The A™ represent the coefficients in
the Taylor expansion of A around O:

a (A,%fi,w-wc)= a;;a^(w-.c)',
p+q+r+cr> 2

27T % 7T^
The condition (3.3) yields a = —, /3 = — 7 = — —, £ = —2C~3.

(y O 20
3.4. Bounded Solutions of (3.5). With A(x) = r(x)e%^x\ and real r and ip, (3.5) is

equivalent to

^ =rM(r,fi,u) -uc) = ^r.(2//- |r2 -2^^^ + gi(r2,p,,uj - wc)), (3.6)

dtp u) ~~ ujc / 2 \ (o 7\^T=7rH ^ Y92\r ,H,u-u}c) (3.7)

for small /x and lo close to u>c = 7rC, and where the gj are of the order of magnitude of

0{(r2 + (u> — ujc)2 + |/z|)(w — coc)) + 0(r2 + 0{r2 + (o> — aic)2 + |/z|)2).
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Every trajectory of (3.6)-(3.7) gives rise to a family of solutions, up to arbitrary trans-
lations along x. On bounded trajectories, r has to travel between successive roots of
the right-hand side of (3.6) which are the stationary points of this equation. For small
nonnegative /i the roots are 0 and r* ~ 2^/fi/n — ((w — wc)/wc)2. The other bounded
trajectories of (3.6) correspond to functions rxo of x taking their values in [0,r*] and,
according to [13], implicitly given by

x = x0+[ p,C,u> - ujc)))~1dp. (3.8)
Jr./2

An approximation to rXa is

r2Xo (x) ~ r2(l - e~KX + eK^ *<) (3.9)

where a = 2pnC~l. Due to the sign of the right-hand side of (3.6), rXo is an increasing
function of x. The phase <p{x) satisfies

<f(x) = ifi0 +UX/C + G2(X0,X, fl,U) — Wc)

with G2{x0,x,h,uj - wc) = f* gi(rl0{x),V,u - uJc)d\■ When x -+ ±oo,

G2{xq,x,h,uj - uc)/x -> g2{rl or 0, n, w - wc) = 0{n3/2).

3.5. Solutions of (2.1). The small solutions to (2.1) are of the form (3.4), where W
and A are responsible for the dependence in r = wf and 2. Substituting into (3.4) the
solutions of (3.5) gives small solutions to (1.4)-(1.6). Approximations follow: indeed,
the leading terms in the Taylor expansion of A have been computed together with the
first coefficients in the amplitude equation. Both families of bounded solutions to (3.5)
correspond to time-periodic solutions to (2.1) in the form of travelling rolls and space-
modulated patterns.

3.5.1. Travelling Waves. With r* we get a family i?/(w,/Li, C) of travelling rolls, with
wave number

loC~1 + ..., (3.10)

where "+..." is of the order of magnitude of 0((r1 + (w — wc)2 + |/i|)(w — wc)) + 0(r1 +
0(r1 + (w — wc)2 + |/j|)2). They are stationary in a frame moving at speed C~e*x and
correspond to the P(/i, k, Xq) of the subsection 1.3. A snapshot of the streamlines of an
element of this family is represented in Figure 1. Our main interest is in the patterns
with modulated amplitude given by (3.8). When the envelope is rXo, we obtain space
modulated convect.ive patterns FII(ui, /x, C, xo). With ip(x) = tox/C + + G2{x), they
correspond to

U = rXo(x) sin (irz)
( ( 1 \ \

+ c.c.

\

17T
—i

\ 7T /

+ MrXo(x)e'l<p{x\rXoe ,v,^,w-wc).

The corresponding fields of temperature and filtration speed oscillate with frequency w.
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Fig. 1. Streamlines corresponding to travelling rolls uj — uic — 0.049,
7Z = He + 0.1: analytical approximation

Fig. 2. Streamlines corresponding to front-like patterns with uj —
uc = 0.049, TZ = Hc + 0.1: analytical approximation

For given xo the amplitude depends only on x and increases monotonically in the stream-
wise direction; hence the patterns cannot be seen as being stationary from any uniformly
moving frame. The wave-length is not exactly uniform: slight spatial modulations of the
order of magnitude of 0(/z3/2) are observed.

The patterns are rolls whose amplitude is an increasing function of x, connecting flat
isotherms and streamfunctions (upstream) to travelling rolls, analogous to the family
RI{uj, /i, C) downstream, as in Figure 2. The region connecting the conductive behaviour
and the travelling rolls is linked to Xo and stays fixed. Similar patterns have been observed
in the numerical and experimental studies of [20] and [25] in fluid layers.

Our theoretical approach so far is unable to answer the question of whether some of
these structures are physically relevant or not, with respect to their stability. We will see
that a numerical simulation recovers some of the time-periodic solutions to (1.1)—(1.3):
they are the ones that are stable in the conditions of the experiment.

4. Numerical results. Simulations of (1.1)—(1.3) in a long bounded rectangular
subdomain D = [0, t\ x [0,1] of the porous layer have been performed, with a finite
volume method. Suitable boundary conditions at the inlet and at the outlet yield time-
periodic convective configurations that fit the patterns of Sec. 3.5.

4.1. Method. We solve (1.1)—(1.3) with a semi-implicit temporal integration, and the
corresponding discretization is a second-order Euler's backward implicit scheme. At each
time the spatial integration uses a finite volume method of the second order in space,
on uniform staggered grids. We have tried several possibilities for the mesh, choosing
the largest time and space steps such that smaller values do not change the computed
time-frequency. We also have checked that the computational domain is long enough:
larger values of t do not change the frequency.

After stabilization, once time-periodic structures are reached, we determine their time
frequency to, and compare with approximations to the RI(lo, fi, C) and FII(lo, h, C, xo).
Several boundary conditions have been tried at both extremities of D: all of them have
been found to induce near the outlet a perturbed zone which corresponds to one wave-
length. More significant differences are observed near the inlet and in the bulk of the
layer.
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4.2. Results. Enforcing space-periodic behaviours, we obtain travelling rolls: with
£ = 12, the relative deviation from the corresponding RI(u, fi,C) is about 5%, with
respect to the L2([0,10] x [0,1]) norm, near the threshold. In the bulk of the layer
the discrepancy is about 2%. Enforcing inlet and outlet boundary conditions equal to
analytical approximations to some FII(u>, n,C,xo) produces similar deviations (from
the FII(u>, n, C, xo)). The differences saturate at the value of the mesh which has been
chosen according to Sec. 4.1: since we compare with truncated Taylor expansions (at low
order) we cannot expect a very accurate fitting.

Other inlet conditions, which we think to be more natural and to resemble the con-
ductive state also have been tried. They are T(0,z,t) = 1 — z and ~V(0, z, t) • !?x = C:
V~(0,z,t) ■ ltz is free. With ~V(£,z,t) • ~e*x = C and dxT{£, z,t) = 0 at the outlet, we
obtain front-like patterns, which are not very different from the FII in the bulk of the
layer. They do not belong to this family, since the inlet conditions are incompatible
with (3.9). Nevertheless the L2([0,10] x [0,1]) norm of the relative deviation from the
corresponding FII{u>, fi, C, x.q) is about 7%; in the middle of the layer it is less. We have
plotted in Figure 3 the maximum of the vertical seeping velocity at various locations in
the midplane, for different values of /i near the threshold with C far away from zero: it
fits the analytical amplitude (3.9) with xq = 1.8, with the exception of the very neigh-
bourhood of the inlet. One checks in Figure 3 that the length of the simulated fronts is
approximately proportional to Cff1, near the threshold.

» u* u •

O Ra=44; C=1
□ Ra=42; C=1
• Ra=42; C=1.25
*Ra=42; C=1.5

— r(x0 = 1.8)

15.0

Fig. 3. Amplitudes of the simulated front-like patterns, compared
with analytical expression

Conclusion. The center manifold method allows us to study bifurcations associated
with the destabilization of a basic state, when some phenomenal parameter rises over its
critical value. This approach had been used by [13] to study oscillatory fronts in fluid
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flows with or without the reflectional symmetry. With the help of this theory we have
established that the system of partial differential equations, made of the Darcy law and
the heat equation together with the equation of continuity, admits time-periodic solutions
near the threshold. Convective structures, stationary with respect to a moving frame,
solve the system: among them the quasi-periodic patterns and defect solutions (which
cannot be durably seen as being different from periodic rolls by any observer in the
laboratory frame) are not time-periodic, in contrast to the travelling waves. Front-like
convective patterns, connecting flat isotherms (upstream to a fixed zone) to travelling
waves, also exist and are time-periodic: they cannot be considered as being stationary
in any moving frame with uniform speed. Oscillatory propagating fronts also had been
shown by [5], [6], [8] and [9] to solve various parabolic equations with one spatial direction.

We have proved that the bifurcated travelling rolls and front-like structures exist. Up
to now, we have no theoretical result about their stability. Indeed, our problem does not
enter exactly the framework of the papers of [7], [10] and [24]: adaptations are at work.
For this reason a numerical experiment has been implemented and some of these config-
urations have been simulated: they can be considered as being physically relevant under
definite circumstances related with input and output boundary conditions. Indeed, this
part of the study necessitated choosing the boundary conditions to be implemented at
both extremities of D. Enforcing space-periodicity imposes the wave-length and there-
fore the dispersion relation (3.11) gives the frequency. Boundary conditions where this
parameter does not appear explicitly were found to select the temporal period of the
flow. It is clear that the inlet conditions are responsible for this, since changing the
outlet conditions has no influence on the frequency. This fact had been put into evidence
by the numerical work of [23], devoted to fluid layers.

The mathematical study of Sec. 3 is only relevant near the threshold, when the flowrate
C is kept away from a neighbourhood of zero, with an exception for the travelling waves
which are stationary with respect to a moving frame and exist for all variations of C. The
numerical method has been tested, by comparison with the analytical results. Parameters
such as the size of the mesh have been optimized, and the method is ready to explore
values of the filtration Rayleigh number far beyond the convective onset.

5. Appendix.
5.1. Proof of Lemma 2. For / = J2nez fne%nT and g = gnemT, let us look for

(0,V) of the form ^2,nei{9nelnT ,ipnelnT). Since the real operator — d22 with Dirichlet
boundary conditions is bounded from below, the solution 9n of

(inu + s2)dn - d2z?6n = fn (5.1)

satisfies || 9n ||z,2[o,i] (fi2 +7I'2) + nuJ II On l|z,2[o,i] < II fn ||z,2[o,i]- Consequently

(u || 9 ||wi,o + || 9 ||wo,2 +s2 || 9 llxo.o) < 3 || / ||fto,o .

In view of L02n2 + s4 > 2cons2 we have || 9 ||wi/2,o < (|s|\Z2w)_1 || / ||«o.o. The scalar
product of (5.1) with d229n yields || dz6n ||L2[o,i] < N"1 II fn IIl^o.i]; hence

II 0 ||wo.i< N"1 II / llw°.° • (5-2)
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Thus, the unique solution to the first equation of (2.5) in H[J'1 D H1'0 belongs to li2-0
and satisfies

S2 II Q llw0-0 +^N II 9 11-^1/2,0 + |s| || 9 ||W0,1 + || 9 11x0,2 < Kl{u) || / ||W0,0 .

Similarly, the second equation in (2.5) has one solution tp in H®1 flTi^2'1 flW1'2-2, with

s~ II ̂  II+lsl II ̂  IIn1'21 + II ̂  llw0-2 ̂ ^i(^) II 9 Wn1'2-°;

hence Lemma 2 is proved.
5.2. Proof of Lemmas 3 and 4-
Proof of Lemma 3. The problem (2.8) is equivalent to

(0, ^) = ((is + a)9 + h, (is + a)ip + k) (5.3)

and

(0,tp) + (is + a)Rs(C9 + 7Zip,TZ9) - (2ias + a2)Rs(9,ip)
(5.4)= Rs(f — Ch + TZk -f (is + a)h, g — TZh + (is 4- a)k).

Let us take so and Qo such that |ao/so|, A'i(a;)|so|_1(l + |ao/so|)(7£ + C) and
Xi(w)|so|_1(|ao| + Iqq/soI) are less than 1. By Neumann, series (5.4) has one solution
(9, ip) in Hs, with

II (9,ip) ||^s< K (lo, so, TZ, C, a0)s_1 || Rs(f -Ch + TZk + (is + a)h,
g — TZh + (is + a)k) ||^s

in view of (2.7). Hence Lemma 3 is proved.
Proof of Lemma 4- With (Ln,c,u - AId)[/ = (0, /, 0,0), (2.10) is equivalent to

(Ltz.c,u> ~ AId)J7 = U, which has a solution according to Lemma 3.
Thus © — A6 = 9, ^ — \ip = ip and

-d2zJ + codTe' - A2 9 + CX9 - TZXip' = (2A - C)9 + 7Zip,
-d22ip' - AV + TZX9 = 2Xip - 1Z6.

The reasoning of the proof of Lemma 3 with A = a + is shows that

|| (9^') \\n<K"(u,s0,lZ,C,a0)(\\ RS((2X - C)9 + TZip, 2AV>) ||*a +TZ || Rs(0,9) ||^).

However,

|| Rs((2X-C)0 + TZiP,2X^) ||*. < K " (oj)(7Z + 2 + C) (|| 9 \\Ho.o + || V ||wi/2.o)

while 11^(0,0) ||* < A^'Mlsl"1 || 9 ||wi/2,o. In view of Lemma 2 we have

|| (0', V') ||*.< K""(u, s0, TZ,C, q0)s~2 || / ||wo,o;

hence Lemma 4 is proved.
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5.3. Proof of Lemma 5. Expanding every (h, /, k,g) in H by the Fourier series
J2nezemT(hn>fn,kn,9n), let us search for solutions to {Ln,c,u ~ AId)E7 = (h,f,k,g)
of the form Xlnez emTUn = emT(6n,Qn, ipn, <£„). We have to solve

(lk!c,u - Aid)Un = (.hn,fn,kn,gn) (5.5)

where the operator L^c _ is defined by

Ln]c,uUri = {Qn,inu;en + CQn - - d220n, -d2z2ipn + ^0„).

The mapping is continuous from Z> = ((i/2[0,1] fl #o[0,1]) x #g[0, l])2 to H =
(Hq[0, 1]) x L2[0, l])2, and the embedding V 1rl is compact. With pao,s0 = {A €
C/| Re A| < ao, | Im A| < so} the following lemma just transposes to our situation argu-
ments of [13].

Lemma 6. There exists no such that for every n > no and A in pao,s0 > i^nc u> ~ A Id)-1
is well defined in with operator norm bounded by K2{TZ,C,uj,ao,so).

It is enough to prove the estimate for A = is, with real s, and then to apply the
resolvent identity: observe that for every fn in L2[0,1] the problem

(isC+ inui)9n - d2z26n +s20n = fn (5.6)

has a solution 9n = Rq6s „(/n) in #2[0,1] D Hq[0, 1] with

II ̂ c',s,n llx(i2[0,l],^[0,lj) - + SC)2 + S4) 1/72

and II Rci,nVn) ||ff'[0,l] < || fn ||l2[0,i].
The solution tp = Rf(g) to -322V> + s2^ = g in [0,1] with ip(0) = ip( 1) = 0 satisfies

II Rt(g) il^[0,i] < II 9 IU*[0,1] ■ (5-7)
With this notation, (5.5) is equivalent to Qn = is9n + hn, xin = isipn + kn and

(Id +n2s2R^es nRf)9n = Rcijfn + nkn + ishn - Chn + islZRf gn

-Rs2Rtkn + isli2Rfhn),

which can be solved in //q[0, 1] when n > no with luhq > 2sqC and 2TL2Sq < y/uino. One
obtains

II 9n ||//^[o,i] — K(TZ, u>, C, So)n ^ | (/n> 9n: hn* knj ||(l2[o,i])4

and then

II 9n ||^2[0ii] + || ipn ||#2[o i] < K (cj, C, 5q) || [fn, gn, hn, kn) ||(l2[o,i])4 ■

Therefore,

|| (9n,Qn,ipn,Vn) ||^ < K3(uj,C,s0)nQ1/2 \\ {fn,gn,hn,kn) \\fy . (5.9)

By the resolvent identity, the above estimates yield for A in pa0,s0'-

II (Ltc,c> - Aid)-1 H^-p) < K2(1l,uj,C,s0,a0,n0)
and Lemma 6 is proved.
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Now we have to show that (L^Cu — Aid)-1 makes sense for n < no except for a

finite number of eigenvalues of the L^Cw in pa0,s0- We already know from Lemma 2

that — Aid)-1 and hence (L^Cu> — Aid)-1 exist for A = is when s is real and

large. Since the embedding V <—> H is compact, for each n smaller than no the resolvent
(LjC# — Aid)"1 exists except for a discrete set of A which are eigenvalues with finite
multiplicities. In pa0,s0 with n < uq these A form a finite set.

Except for these A, (Ln.c,u> — Aid)-1 exists and is bounded in 5 = {A e C/| Re(A)| <
»o} in view of Lemma 6. These A are the eigenvalues of Lu,c,u> in the strip S. In this
subset of C the multiplicity of the eigenvalue A of Ltz,c,u is less than the product by
no of the maximum of the multiplicities of A when it is considered as an eigenvalue of

(n)Lfc Cu with n < no. Hence Lemma 5 is proved.
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